[The results of endoscopy-assisted microsurgical treatment of giant adenomas of hypophysis].
Experience of rational combined application of microscope or endoscope while excision of giant adenomas of the hypophysis (GAH), using transsphenoidal approach, was summarized. Of 87 patients, operated for GAH during last 5 yrs, 34--were operated with combined application of operative microscope and endoscope. Convenience for surgeon, traumaticity and efficacy, chronometry of surgical interventions were estimated. In 12 patients a complete excision of GAH was achieved, in 18--almost complete (90% and more), in 4--subtotal (range 70 - 90%). In all the patients postoperatively a positive clinical dynamics was noted and a new stable neurological or endocrinal disorders were absent. While application of endoscope the duration of microsurgical interventions appears by 10 - 30 min enhanced. Combination of microscopic and endoscopic techniques in surgery of GAH have permitted to use the advantages and escape the disadvantages of every of them, to guarantee satisfactory functional results of treatment.